WONDERFUL, WATERFUL WETLANDS

Find these words in the word search puzzle below. As you find each word, circle it, and mark it off the list. The words may go across, up and down, diagonally, or backwards.

animals
body of water
bogs
clean water
dry land
filters
flooding
freshwater marshes

habitats
important
mangrove swamps
plants
pocosins
pollution
prairie potholes
saltwater marshes

soil erosion
swamps
transition zone
water soaked soil
wetlands
wildlife
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WONDERFUL, WATERFUL WETLANDS
ANSWER KEY

Find these words in the word search puzzle below. As you find each word, circle it, and mark it off the list. The words may go across, up and down, diagonally, or backwards.

animals
body of water
bogs
clean water
dry land
filters
flooding
freshwater marshes

habitats
important
mangrove swamps
plants
poconos
pollution
prairie potholes
saltwater marshes

soil erosion
swamps
transition zone
water soaked soil
wetlands
wildlife